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LO G I N
What to See at Educause 2017

Rhea Kelly,
Executive Editor

If you’re headed to Philadelphia this month for the Educause Annual Conference (Oct. 31-Nov. 3),
you won’t want to miss these timely topics.

L

LONGTIME EDUCAUSE attendees are no doubt familiar vision, engage the campus community, drive academic innova-

share tools, processes and best practices for using social

with this age-old dilemma: So much to do, so little time. To help tion and more. Among the speakers: Peter Bryant, head of

media to promote learning and engagement.

sift through the options, we’ve scrutinized the conference learning technology and innovation at the London School of
agenda for sessions that best reflect current trends in higher Economics and Political Science (UK), who received a Cam-

Perspectives on Video Creation to Enhance Student

education technology. Here are our top picks:

Learning: The Whys and Hows

pus Technology Innovators award last year.

Experts from Colgate University (NY) and LinkedIn Learning

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning:

The Educause 2018 Top 10 IT Issues

will deliver tips and techniques for using video to engage stu-

The Art of the Possible

Members of the IT Issues panel will present an exclusive pre-

dents and promote digital literacy.

Paul Erickson, assistant director for enterprise architecture at view of next year’s biggest topics in higher education informathe University of Nebraska, and Kyle Bowen, director of educa- tion technology (the official list will be published in January).

Blockchain: How Can We Use It in Higher Ed?

tion technology services at Penn State, will delve into the pos- This is an extended hour-and-a-half-long session, so attendees

Get a better understanding of blockchain — and its potential

sibilities of machine learning and AI — and how technology can will have a chance to ask questions and share opinions.

to transform higher education — from this panel led by Phil

change the way we measure and use data.

Long, associate vice provost for learning sciences at the UniWho’s Doing Our Data Laundry? … and Why?

versity of Texas at Austin.

Net Neutrality: Current State and Potential Impact to Brad Wheeler, vice president of IT and CIO at Indiana UniverYour Institution

sity, will look at data laundering — the process of cleaning,

Women CIO Perspectives on the Ascension to

Get up-to-date on the latest developments in net neutrality and organizing, enriching, repackaging and presenting data — and

Leadership

how recent changes will affect higher education institutions.

Have you experienced gender bias in higher education IT? This

how to handle the issue at your institution.

panel of current women CIOs will share their views on the issue
Insights for Advancing a Digital Learning Strategy in Learning in Bursts: Microlearning With Social Media
Higher Education

Lindsey Sudbury and Clair Waterbury, both academic instruc-

Three institutions will discuss how to develop a digital learning tional technologists from Northeastern University (MA), will
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and how to prepare the next wave of women IT leaders.

Continue the conversation.
E-mail me at rkelly@1105media.com.

Campus +Industry
ALTERNATIVE CREDENTIALS.

COMPUTING DEVICES DOWN.

A new digital marketplace dubbed

Global shipments of personal computing

Course Market is helping colleges and

devices are expected to decline slightly

universities turn existing courses and

through 2021, at a five-year compound

content into certificates and digital

annual growth rate (CAGR) of -1.7

credentials. Its goal: to streamline any

percent, according to the latest forecast

institution’s ability to deliver modular

from International Data Corp. The market

course offerings that meet shifting

segment includes both traditional PCs

learner and employer demands. A col-

(desktops, notebooks and workstations)

Fund Phase II auction (otherwise known as

laborative effort among three education

and tablets (slates and detachables). While

“Auction 903”) will award up to $198 mil-

technology companies, Course Market

the category will decline overall, some

lion annually for 10 years to service provid-

combines iDesign’s design and pro-

devices will experience more growth than

ers that commit to deliver 10 Mbps-caliber

Modern States courses are free,
including digital textbooks.

others. Detachable tablets and convertible

voice and broadband services to fixed

notebooks will see the biggest increase,

locations in unserved high-cost areas. This

Credly’s credential technology, allow-

more affordable and attainable, has posted

with a five-year CAGR of more than 14

project is mop-up work left from funding

ing institutions to: enroll students in

a set of on-demand college classes that

percent, while ultraslim notebooks are

not issued in a previous Phase II competi-

continuing education programs; accept

wannabe-students can take for no cost,

expected to grow 11.8 percent over the

tive bidding process because none of the

payments; deliver content; and issue

including digital textbooks used in the

same period. Notebook PCs will see just

winners wanted it; it represents about 23

digital badges or certificates, shareable

courses. When they feel ready, those same

0.7 percent growth, IDC predicted. Read

million people living in rural areas. The auc-

via LinkedIn or Facebook. Read the full

students can take the College-Level Exam

the full story online.

tion is scheduled to begin in 2018. Read

story online.

Program (CLEP) or Advanced Placement

cessing support, Instructure’s learning
management system technology and

the full story online.

exams issued by the College Board to earn

RURAL BROADBAND. The Federal

FREE COLLEGE. A free “on-ramp” to

credit for their efforts. “Freshman Year for

Communications Commission recently

SIMPLIFYING ADMISSIONS. Students

college has just opened. The Modern

Free” credits are accepted by 2,900 U.S.

announced that it would open an auction

applying to multiple Indiana University

States Education Alliance, a philanthropy

institutions, according to the alliance. Read

to address gaps in broadband services

campuses can now do so through a single

dedicated to making a college degree

the full story online.

around the country. The Connect America

application and fee. The “Apply to IU”
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TECH NOLOGY HAPPE N I NG S I N H IG H E R E DUCATION

Campus +Industry
service allows a first-time freshman or

Advanced Computing Center (TACC),

transfer student to submit one application

Stampede2 allows researchers across

and direct it to any of the eight campuses

disciplines to answer questions that

across the state that make up the

require high-performance computing

university. Besides paying one application

power. “Researchers will be able to use

fee, the candidate also needs to provide

a wide range of applications, from large-

just a single copy of a transcript and

scale simulations and data analysis using

official test scores and submit one essay.

thousands of processors simultaneously,

For multiple submissions, admissions

to smaller computations or interacting

officers from each school site will

with Stampede2 through web-based

independently review the application

community platforms,” according to a

and send their admission decisions.

university statement. The new supercom-

Read the full story online.

puter will be integrated into TACC’s ecosystem of 15-plus advanced computing
systems, “providing access to long-term

at Austin now runs the most powerful

storage, scientific visualization, machine

supercomputer at any higher ed institu-

learning and cloud computing capabili-

tion in the country. Housed at the Texas

ties.” Read the full story online.4

Sean Cunningham, TACC

HPC AT UT. The University of Texas

4
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Campus +Industry
P R O D U CT F O C U S

Webinars on Demand

Quizlet’s new Diagrams feature allows
students to annotate images, maps and
other graphics with information, helping
them to study efficiently and interactively.
Read the full story online.

Register for the latest Campus Technology webinars online.
Exiting the IAM Treadmill: New

Nevada, Las Vegas are leveraging

Budget-Friendly IAM Solutions for

institutional intelligence and analytics

Automation, Scale and Security

to overcome many of their challenges

Learn how cloud identity and access

in the quest for excellence. Sponsored

management can solve challenges

by Splunk

XYZprinting’s da Vinci Color 3D printer uses
a proprietary process, called 3DColorJet,
to spray four-color inks onto a model as it’s
being built. Read the full story online.

posed by on-premise legacy solutions
and enable higher ed IT teams to boost

Are You Prepared for the Latest

security, increase automation and

Cybersecurity Challenges?

improve efficiency. Sponsored By Okta

Recent headlines have revealed a new

GaudiLab/Shutterstock.com

league of cyber threats exploding on a
Achieve Institutional Excellence

global scale — and the risk to schools,

by Harnessing Campuswide

colleges and universities is only

Intelligence

going to grow. Experts discuss how

Learn how American University

to develop an effective security plan

(DC), University of North Carolina-

against e-mail, web and cloud-native

Chapel Hill and the University of

threats. Sponsored by Cisco Systems
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The Boxfish 360 underwater virtual reality
camera can continuously record 5K-UDH
video or time-lapse photos for up to
three hours, helping take away some of
the time-pressure associated with filming
underwater. Read the full story online.

CAMPUS TECHNOLOGY

2017
READERS’
CHOICE
AWARDS

By Rhea Kelly

FOR THE THIRD YEAR IN A ROW,

we’ve

Merkushev Vasiliy/Shutterstock.com

asked our readers to weigh in on their favorite tools and tech for higher
education — everything from learning management systems, projectors
and lecture capture to ERP platforms, retention tools and presentation
software. The resulting list of favorites includes both long-time incumbents
and new category leaders. Read on to see what products you might
want to consider for your own institution! 4
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RE ADERS’ CHOICE AWARDS

Design the
Future of
Higher Education

Most Valuable in
the Institution This Year
Platinum: Guidebook
What readers said: “Guidebook, hands down. The best technology in the
education sector needs to be personalized, robust and intuitive. Students are able
to isolate on specific engagements and integrate calendars … it makes an impact
on our students and equips them with tools needed for success.”
Gold (tie): Instructure Canvas and Chalk & Wire
What readers said: “Canvas. We are a large school and it was a huge

Learning
Design

Educational
Technology

Learning
Analytics

Design solutions to
real-world teaching
and learning challenges

Explore innovations in
educational technology

Analyze and apply
data to facilitate
effective learning

transition, but it was worth it to get a more modern LMS.”
“CWPro from Chalk & Wire. A great means of accepting multimodal assessment
forms, with excellent reporting and data analytic tools for tracking student progress
across their degree.”
Silver: Zoom
What readers said: “Zoom: flawless web conferencing that is Javafree. Continuous improvement of features, great tech support.”

Learning Management Systems
& E-Learning Platforms
Platinum: Blackboard Learn
Gold: Instructure Canvas
Silver: Moodle4

7
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Download our application checklist
at bit.ly/mldchecklist and apply today!

RE ADERS’ CHOICE AWARDS

E-Portfolios

Constituent Relationship Management

Platinum: Chalk & Wire

Platinum: Ellucian

Gold: Instructure Canvas

Gold: Salesforce

Silver: Blackboard Learn

Silver: Oracle

Other Instructional Tools

Student Success/Retention

WHO VOTED
Our 2017 Readers’ Choice Awards polled 624
respondents across a variety of higher education roles
and institutions. The breakdown of job categories:

40.9%

Administrators

23.1%

Faculty

16.2%

IT staff

Platinum: Grammarly

Platinum: Ellucian

4.5%

Gold: Learning.com

Gold: Starfish by Hobsons

3.9% 	Consultants

Silver: Discovery Education Streaming Plus

Silver (tie): Blackboard Predict and Campus Labs

Student Information Systems

Content & Web Site Management

AV specialists
(not employed by vendors)

2.7%

Library/media specialists

8.8%

Other

And the breakdown of institution types:

Platinum: Ellucian

Platinum: WordPress

Gold: Blackbaud

Gold: Drupal

Silver: Oracle PeopleSoft

Silver: Oracle WebCenter Content

Enterprise Resource Planning
Platinum: Ellucian
Gold: Oracle PeopleSoft

Platinum: i>Clicker

Silver: SAP

Gold: Kahoot
Silver: Poll Everywhere4
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Public

21.3%

Private nonprofit

8.7%

Private for-profit

5.3%

Other post-secondary

Respondents didn’t necessarily vote in every category.

Irina Adamovich/Shutterstock.com

Student Response Systems
& Classroom Engagement

64.7%

RE ADERS’ CHOICE AWARDS

Lecture Capture
Platinum: Panopto
Gold

Interactive
Whiteboards, Displays,
Flat Panels & Kiosks

(tie): Blackboard

and Sonic Foundry Mediasite
Silver

(tie): Google Hangouts

and Kaltura

Document Cameras

Platinum: Smart Technologies
Gold: Epson
Silver: LG

Videoconferencing &
Web Conferencing

Platinum: Elmo USA
Gold: Samsung

Platinum: Zoom

Silver: Smart Technologies

Gold: GoToMeeting
Silver: Cisco WebEx

Projectors
Platinum: Epson

Virtual Classroom/
Meeting Software

Gold: Sony
Silver: Panasonic

Platinum: Zoom
Gold

(tie): Cisco WebEx

and GoToMeeting
Silver: Blackboard Collaborate4

Complete Campus
Security Solutions
Using existing network infrastructure
ASSA ABLOY intelligent IP-enabled campus access control
locks take advantage of open standard network
infrastructure to provide advanced security and easier,
more cost-effective installations.
• Future-proof your campus security with an easy migration
path to higher security credentials and mobile access
• Use existing IT infrastructure to simplify installation and
expand access control easily and affordably
• Integrate with industry-leading access control partner software
Learn more: Visit us at EDUCAUSE Booth #339
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RE ADERS’ CHOICE AWARDS

Classroom Audio Distribution/
Sound Enhancement

Multimedia Authoring Suites
& Creative Software

Platinum: Smart Technologies

Platinum: Adobe Creative Cloud

Gold: AtlasIED

Gold: Apple Creativity Apps

Silver

(tie): FrontRow, Listen Technologies

Silver: Ubuntu Studio

and TeachLogic

Captioning Tools
Platinum: TechSmith Camtasia

Platinum: Adobe Creative Cloud

Gold: YouTube

Gold: TechSmith Camtasia

Silver (tie): 3Play Media and Adobe Premiere Pro

Silver: Articulate Storyline 360

Classroom Presentation Software

Media Tablets
Platinum: Apple iPad

Gold: Prezi

Gold: Samsung Galaxy Tablets

Silver: Apple Keynote

Silver: HP Pro Slate

Chromebooks

Platinum: Microsoft Office/Office 365

Platinum: Dell

Gold: Google G Suite

Gold: HP

Silver: Adobe Creative Cloud

Silver: Acer4
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Our survey asked, “What are your
three favorite technologies that you
currently use in your capacity
as an education professional?”
Readers answered with everything
from day-to-day productivity tools to video recording
gadgets. Here’s how their responses ranked:

1) Microsoft Office/Office 365
2) Guidebook
3) C
 halk & Wire
4) Instructure Canvas
5) Blackboard Learn
6) Apple hardware (desktops, laptops, iPad, iPhone)
7) Google G Suite and Zoom
8) Sonic Foundry Mediasite
9) Ellucian Banner, Kaltura and Moodle (tie)
10) D2L and Swivl (tie)

Julia Tim/Jakkaje808/Shutterstock.com

Platinum: Microsoft PowerPoint

Office/Productivity Suite

10

E-Learning Authoring

TOP 10 FAVORITE
TECHNOLOGIES
CURRENTLY USED

RE ADERS’ CHOICE AWARDS

Windows Tablets

3D Printers

Firewall Software

Platinum: Microsoft Surface

Platinum: HP

Platinum: Microsoft Windows Firewall

Gold (tie): HP and Lenovo

Gold: Stratasys MakerBot

Gold: Norton 360

Silver: Dell

Silver: Robo

Silver: Kaspersky Lab

Convertible Notebooks/
2-in-1 Notebooks

Wireless Access Points
& Hotspots

Firewall Hardware/Appliance
Platinum: Cisco

Platinum: Dell

Platinum: Cisco

Gold (tie): Sophos and Fortinet

Gold: Lenovo

Gold: Netgear

Silver: Barracuda Networks

Silver: HP

Sliver: Aruba Networks/HP

Antivirus Tools
Notebooks

Network Management, Monitoring
and Analysis

Platinum: Dell

Platinum: Symantec/Norton
Gold: Sophos

Gold: Apple

Platinum: Cisco

Silver: HP

Gold: Microsoft
Silver: HP

Silver: McAfee

Emergency Notification Services

Virtual Desktops & Thin Clients
Mobile Device Management
Platinum: VMware

Gold: Rave Mobile Safety

Gold: Dell Wyse

Platinum (tie): Google and AT&T

Silver: HP Thin Client

Gold: Jamf
Silver: VMware AirWatch
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Platinum: Campus Alerts
Silver: Blackboard Mass Notifications

LOOKING BACK 
Check out the 2016 Readers’ Choice Awards to see how the rankings
compare to this year’s winner list.

BACK TO TOC

A N A LY T I C S david raths

How Machine Learning
Is Easing OER Pain Points
Algorithms can help faculty discover and select open
educational resources for a course, map the concepts covered
in a particular text, generate assessment questions and more.
THE BASIC DEFINITION of machine learning is that it allows a computer to learn and
improve from experience without being explicitly programmed. One obvious example: the way a Netflix
algorithm learns our TV-watching habits to make suggestions of other movies we might like. We come
into contact with dozens of such machine-learning algorithms every day.
Algorithms are even starting to make an impact on university campuses, taking on time-consuming tasks
to ease faculty and administrator workloads. For example, RiteClass’s predictive admissions platform uses
machine learning to produce a “Prospective Student Fit Score” by ingesting data about current students
and alumni. The Fit Score will determine how similar (or different) a prospective student is to current
students and alumni, according to the company, helping institutions make data-driven admissions decisions.
And in support of faculty members, several efforts are underway to use machine learning to analyze

Algorithm-Assisted Content
California State University, Fresno has been urging its faculty members to seek out appropriate no- or
low-cost course materials. The problem: Replacing costlier course material with appropriate OER content is
time-consuming, said Bryan Berrett, director of the campus’s Center for Faculty Excellence. To ease the

12
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Ana Leni / Shutterstock.com

the contents of open educational resources (OER) for their fit in a particular course.

A N A LY T I C S

process of selecting material, CSU-Fresno has been piloting

“What better problem to try to solve than looking at open

Bowen said the process of fine-tuning the algorithm works

an analytics solution from Intellus Learning, which has indexed

content?” he said. “How could we simplify or expedite the

less like a Google search and more like a Netflix recommen-

more than 45 million online learning resources and can make

process of generating a textbook or a textbook replacement?”

dation. “With a Google search, you provide a term, and if you

recommendations of matching OER content. “If I am teaching

In the process of training machines to search for appropriate

don’t like the results you change your terms. Here you are

… [with] a standard textbook, I can type the ISBN number into

content, the PSU researchers discovered that algorithms

changing how the machine is thinking about those terms,” he

Intellus,” explained Berrett. “Broken down by chapter, it will say

often surface content the faculty member may not have known

explained. “You are telling it ‘more like this, less like that,’ and

here are the OER resources that match up with that content.”

about. Even if you are an expert in a topic area, there are still

you keep iterating. It begins to focus on what you are looking

The faculty member can then upload the resources directly into

elements of the field you may not be as familiar with, and the

for and what you mean by that term. It goes by the meaning

the course learning management system.

algorithm is not biased by knowledge you already have.

the faculty member is trying to get to.”4

Intellus says it can also index the millions of learning objects
in use at an institution and provide real-time analytics on

A higher grAde of Audio,
without the leArning curve.

student usage.
A similar homegrown effort at Penn State University has
branched out into new directions, said Kyle Bowen, director
of education technology services. PSU’s BBookX takes a
human-assisted computing approach to enable creation of

years

open source textbooks. The technology uses algorithms to
explore OER repositories and return relevant resources that
can be combined, remixed and re-used to support learning
goals. As instructors and students add materials to a book,
BBookX learns and further refines the recommended material.

You go the extra mile to deliver a professional-level
recording experience for your students. Full compass can help.
We’ve been delivering the very best audio and video
equipment – along with unbeatable service – for 40 years.
We have an enormous selection, competitive pricing,
and expert Sales Pros to answer your questions.
Graduate to pro audio today!
Shop fullcompass.com
or call 800-356-5844.

Bowen explained that the work was inspired to some degree
by more nefarious uses of machine learning. Looking at algoquestion: If you can do something like that to create fake

iteM # trAcK-fActorY-ProJ

research papers, could you use it to create real content?
CAMPUS TECHNOLOGY | October 2017

Tascam Track FacTory ProjecT

The TASCAM Track Factory Project package is a complete, preconfigured,
Studio-in-a-Box. Featuring a compact Intel NUC PC pre-loaded with Cakewalk®
SONAR Professional Recording Software, a TASCAM US-2x2 USB Audio
Interface, TH-02 headphones and a TM-80 Condenser Microphone.

rithms used to generate fake research papers begged the
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A N A LY T I C S

Next Steps

knowledge has already been introduced,” Bowen said. “You

generate multiple choice assessments on the fly, but to help

Although PSU is continuing its work on the OER textbook

could do that yourself by charting out the concepts to see

a faculty member craft a multiple choice test that is

project, Bowen said, “What we uncovered was that using this

how they relate across the material. But in this case, the

representative of the material and help simplify the process of

machine learning approach to generate textbooks was

machine can more effectively construct concept maps and

creating those tests, he added. The same is true with

potentially one of the least interesting things we could do with

identify disconnects inside of them.”

prerequisite knowledge. It is not to replace the work being

it.” The institution’s data scientists have moved into three other

2) Generating assessment questions. Anybody who has

areas with the intent of taking on even more complex issues:

crafted a multiple-choice midterm or final exam knows how

1) Prerequisite knowledge. In terms of sequencing how

challenging it is to make it representative of the work and create

3) Brainstorming with your computer. A third

material is presented, machine learning might help instructors

distractors to effectively assess understanding of a topic. PSU

conceptual area PSU is working on is letting the computer

understand the prerequisite knowledge a person would need

is working on a prototype algorithm that, given an OER chapter

help you brainstorm.

in order to understand a particular body of text. “We want to

or a textbook, can suggest multiple-choice assessments.

LightPoet / Shutterstock.com

make sure that as you are coming into a class, the prerequisite

done by faculty members, but to support them as they think
about prerequisite knowledge.

“We all have friends who are really smart and who we go to

“This gets into an area of machine learning called adver-

to bounce ideas off of,” Bowen said. Such a friend might ask

sarial learning, which comes out of security. It is how the

if you have thought about other concepts. “You can do that

computer identifies spam messages,” Bowen said. Spam

with your computer,” he explained. If you are thinking about a

e-mails aren’t real e-mails, although they are trying to look

topic, the machine can say, “well based on that, have you

like they are. With the creation of a spam filter, machine

thought about x?” It can help you brainstorm an activity and

learning identifies pattern matches. “We want to do the

also form or prototype ideas and come out with a concept

opposite,” he said. “We want to identify things that don’t fit

map or outline that helps you explore new areas.

the pattern but look like they would. What are some things

“So although the original algorithm was designed to

that might exploit gaps in someone’s knowledge? What we

generate texts, when we look at it, these three areas are

have found is the machine creates really difficult multiple-

potentially higher value problems to work on. We have

choice tests. It shows very little mercy.”

moved away from our original research to look at how we

PSU has not yet begun testing this solution with faculty. “It
is important to explain that it is not the goal to replace what

can provide more targeted assistance on pain points in
developing OER material.”

the person is doing, but rather to assist the faculty member,”
Bowen said. The goal would not be to have the machine

14
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David Raths is a freelance writer based in Philadelphia.
BACK TO TOC

I T R E L AT I O N S

dian schaffhauser

Getting 100 Percent LMS
Buy-in From Faculty
These two institutions faced the same goal — convincing all their
instructors to use the learning management system. Here’s what’s working.
WHEN THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS SYSTEM
entered into a contract with Blackboard last year, any system institution that
wanted to participate could do so to leverage its buying power. More importantly,
however, for one year any of the universities and colleges in the system could
access the full range of products from the company and get help with training,
deployment and consulting.
This was an opportunity 6,600-student University of Arkansas Fort Smith
(UAFS) didn’t want to miss. Newly appointed Associate Provost for Academic
Affairs Margaret Tanner was assigned the job of exploiting the new agreement.
Particular interests: Blackboard’s Outcomes Assessment, Analytics for Learn and
to the full extent” for the campus as a whole, however, required every class to have
its data in Blackboard. Thus was born the “100 percent” faculty buy-in assignment.
Meanwhile, Goodwin College, a Connecticut-based not-for-profit private
school with 3,750 students, was on its own mission to achieve 100 percent
LMS buy-in among its 89 full-time and 225 adjunct instructors — but for
different reasons. There, Lisa Manley, the new director of Online Studies and the

15
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Collaborate, “things we never had before,” she said. To make those tools “operational

I T R E L AT I O N S

Center of Teaching Excellence as well as a faculty member,

may have been communicating with students outside of the

ments and posting a syllabus. If the instructor has any experi-

had discovered a few crossed wires at her institution.

LMS — by e-mail or some other mechanism — but there was

ence with Blackboard, it’ll take about three hours to go

no evidence of the interactions.

through the training, and a little longer if not, Manley said.

The only people required to use Blackboard were those
delivering online courses. Others were handing in student

That was when Goodwin administration dropped the

Initially, to move from one unit to the next, the instructor had

grades “willy-nilly.” All the grades needed to be posted into

hammer: Blackboard would be used in all classes, online and

to pass a five-question quiz. The original pass rate was set at

Jenzabar SONIS, the student information system, but they

face-to-face. While gradebook usage was the “big push,”

100 percent, but “that didn’t go over too well,” recalled Manley.

might arrive in the form of spreadsheet data, via Blackboard

according to Manley, faculty were also encouraged to post

“During one of our faculty senate meetings, they were giving

data or inserted directly into SONIS. However, when a student

their syllabi and announcements on the LMS.

me their input on the initial start of this and were squawking
about the 100 percent, [saying that] nobody’s perfect.” She

would dispute a grade, all the college had to work with was
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the final grade itself and none of the particular details of the

Training Starts the Transformation

offered up an 80 percent pass rate, which they found

student’s assignments. Discrepancies proliferated: Points

While both institutions wanted to land at the same place and

acceptable.

were used vs. percentages, assessments weren’t linked to

came up with similar tactics for achieving their goals, they

When the training was done, a screen filled with confetti, a

the right categories, grade posting wasn’t done in a timely

approached the overall solution with unique perspectives.

certificate of completion was printed out and the Center of

manner and gradebooks weren’t being backed up. That drove

The use of the LMS Gradebook was mandated by administra-

Teaching Excellence was notified about the accomplishment.

students crazy.

tion at Goodwin. While that could have been tried at UAFS

By fall 2016, Manley estimated, everybody who was teaching

Then, two student and faculty surveys done between fall

as well (and there were conversations about doing so), Tanner

that semester had gone through the training. Now it’s just a

2015 and spring 2016 as well as an analysis of Blackboard

said, “I’d much rather have faculty willingly use a tool because

continual effort as new instructors come on board.

usage data exposed a few somewhat shocking surprises. A

they believe it’s helpful, because it’s providing some level of

biggie: For some courses, it appeared there was a lag

service or value to them in their class.”

training was required for anybody embarking on teaching

between the beginning of the semester and when students

The big tell: It’s all about the training.

an online or hybrid class. Faculty members had to get

heard from their instructors. In some cases faculty took time

Over the course of just a few months, Goodwin’s instruc-

“certified,” which meant attending in-person training once

to prepare for the course but failed to interact during the first

tional design team came up with an asynchronous environ-

a week over six weeks. By the end of that, they were

week of an online class.

ment in which to host nine lessons for instructors in three

expected to produce either a module of content or a full

During a time when retention had become a major part of

modes: video, video transcript or PDF. Lessons covered the

chapter’s worth of material to show they knew how.

the college’s five-year growth plan, those problems became

basics: working with the grade center, creating assignments,

That stipulation “became a barrier,” said Tanner. “Trying

“a huge issue,” Manley said. She emphasized that instructors

deploying tests, setting up weekly units, creating announce-

to get multiple faculty across campus to be able to attend
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UAFS started from a different place. Traditionally,

I T R E L AT I O N S

training sessions at a given time is kind of impossible.”
It also led to an antagonistic relationship between faculty
and instructional support staff. “This requirement put [support
staffers] in somewhat of an adversarial or watchdog role that
wasn’t really very positive,” she explained. “They all agreed
Thodonal88 / Shutterstock.com

they’d much rather be seen as a resource on campus where
faculty would willingly come and seek their assistance.”
To do that, the existing training needed to be revamped in
two ways: It was “modularized” into short training courses and
placed online. “It sounds simple enough, but that was a major
culture shift for that particular development need that we had
on campus,” Tanner noted.
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The result was twofold: The instructional support team

having faculty use due dates in the LMS and having students

the instructional support team introduces faculty to

could spend its newly freed up time working more directly

upload their assignments there so that all of it can be backed

“some of the cool stuff they can do in class,” activities

with faculty, and faculty now had a resource they could go to

up. Instructors have use of the mobile app, which allows

that hit at the heart of student engagement.

any time for training.

them to access student and course data on the fly. Plus, the

By this fall, 723 of 1,453 courses at UAFS had begun

The only threshold became the completion of an

institution is adopting Blackboard Predict, which Manley

using Blackboard at some level, whether hybrid, online

“essentials training” bundle, which explains the simplest

expects will provide “richer information” for the college’s

or “web-enhanced” — amounting to about half of the

activities in Blackboard, such as working with the Grade

retention work.

total. “Not bad, really,” asserted Tanner. But the goal is

Center. Once a person has been “certified” in the

Likewise, the changes undertaken at UAFS have led

still to get to 100 percent. Until then, she said, “We’re

essentials, he or she can take more advanced training in

to benefits beyond broader LMS usage. Now, for

just looking for other positive ways to expand that use

designing and changing up courses.

example, “faculty across campus are willing to be in the

of Blackboard so it’s not quite so foreign to faculty.

same room as the instructional design team,” Tanner

Hopefully, the comfort level will increase.”

Next Up: Deeper Infiltration

wryly suggested. “They understand that we’re trying to

Now that Goodwin has become master of the Blackboard

help them.” This bonding has led to greater use of online

Dian Schaffhauser is a senior contributing editor for

grading universe, new ambitions have formed, such as

training as well as brief “information sessions” in which

Campus Technology.
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A V S M A R T S alan c. brawn

Why Higher Ed Is Poised to
Lead the Way in Digital Signage
Colleges and universities have not always been known for innovation in AV technologies,
but advances in digital signage are putting higher education at the forefront of the field.
LET ME BEGIN with a bit of candor. Over the years, I have observed that
when those in the AV integration industry speak about typical projects for the
education market, they usually sound mundane and it is easy to assume what the
project will entail. Since the turn of the century, most AV designs have embraced a
standard cookie cutter approach, with simply a projector (with a screen) or a flat
panel display setup in the classroom. For the more advanced designs, perhaps a
sound system and remote control of some sort.
Until recently, the status quo meant that little creativity was inspired in education AV,
and certainly few instances of pushing the technological envelope. For those out there
examples of creativity and pushing the envelope, but most classrooms are just basic
AV at the core. Rarely less, but rarely more.
There are a lot of reasons for this. First and foremost, there are budgets to consider.
Education has always been budget conscious with variations in funding region by
region, school by school and department by department. The largest portion of
funding tends to go to the most visible (read: profitable) departments and the more
obscure ones tend to languish money-wise.4
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Courtesy of the University of Michigan

who have more advanced systems, save the e-mails: I do know there are some

Spectrum Knows

AV S M A R T S

Collaboration

Small groups can do big things when given the ideal gathering space.
A second issue is a lagging knowledge and acceptance of more advanced AV technologies

Spectrum lets you optimize success with innovative,
technology-ready collaboration desks, tables, and chairs.

in many schools. Again, this varies by department, but university technicians (a.k.a. the
people who make the systems work) tell me that many professors are reluctant to learn how

OM5 Active Chairs –

to use the systems, and have concerns that the systems are unreliable and will impede their

chairs intuitively respond to a wide variety of

No space is complete without chairs. These
body weights, sizes, and sitting positions.

teaching effectiveness. The fact is that whether we are speaking about budgets, total cost
of ownership or learning curves (and acceptance) by the teaching community, education
has not been a bastion of AV technological advancement until recently.
Of course this begs the question, what has changed? The answer lies within two
concepts: the ubiquity of networks and digital signage. These two elements have altered
the way things are done on many university campuses, and the combination involves a rapid
expansion far beyond the confines of a projector or flat panel display in the student union
that might have been a typical example a few short years ago.
Conventional wisdom tells us that educational institutions should be a driving force of
innovative ideas and applications, but the hallowed halls of academia have not always lived
up to that ideal — at least in the case of AV technologies and advanced communications.
The good news is that colleges and universities are now beginning to exceed previous
expectations. In fact, the world of education is becoming the incubator of AV technologies

Flex Active Table –
Quickly reconfigure your environment
ADA compliant
Variety of sizes and options to meet your needs

Collectiv8 Charging Pillar –
Fully assembled pillar charges
any device at any time

and digital signage applications, design and acceptance in the market. Advances in digital

Optio Collaboration Table –
16 standard cutouts for power and sharing
technologies
Casters for easy mobility
eLift to sit or stand with a push of a button

Honors Lectern –
Functional elegance
Height adjustable worksurface
Easy to integrate rack cube and optional
flip-up shelf

signage are permeating other market niches as well, such as corporate and healthcare,
with education rightfully leading the way. Bold claims aside, let’s examine some specifics

Huddle Rooms, Collaboration Spaces. It’s all about working together.

on how this has become a reality.
As an umbrella to all of this, we need to consider the impact that instant information and

STAY C O N N E C T E D

connectivity have had on all our lives, and how it has radically changed how we think and
act over the last few years. As a population, we have changed the way we send and receive
information in every way — from our TV viewing habits at home, all the way to business and
yes, education. We are not only acclimated but in many cases addicted to our smartphones,
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Call your Spectrum Sales Rep
TO SCHEDULE A DEMO:

800.235.1262

Learn more at www.spectrumfurniture.com/collaboration

Visit us at EduCause!
BOOTH 1225

AV S M A R T S

tablets, laptops and even smartwatches with e-mails, text
messages and tweets. We don’t write personal letters anymore,
we communicate via Facebook or Twitter and connect
professionally via LinkedIn. People are expecting and demanding
that information come to them immediately where they are and
not vice versa. This is the genesis of the new wave and expanded

for some time. Take the emergency notification networks that

to fund projects of all types. The inclusion of what is known

view of communication and uses of digital signage.

are mandated by nearly every state, for instance. There must

as “honor walls” is a trend at many campuses. This grouping

Why are the education community, colleges and universi-

be a way to get emergency warnings throughout the campus.

of displays gives credit to those who step up to donate or

ties leading the way? It comes down to the concept of

This must be managed in a central location, but with the abil-

provide leadership in other significant ways. When one

necessity being the mother of invention, with some innova-

ity to access it at other predetermined spots (with proper

department gets theirs, it is only a matter of time for the next

tion thrown in. First, consider the university in a new light: By

security and administrative approval levels). Another example

one to demand time in the limelight for their VIPs. The second

its very design it is a full-fledged, encapsulated and con-

is wayfinding: Think about how complex many campuses are,

and most significant wave of technology adoption is the

trolled community (for the most part), with most services that

with all the facilities we mentioned earlier that need to be

inclusion of portable devices connected wirelessly to the

the outside world utilizes collected in one spot. It is an eco-

included as part of finding a path to a location, room or a

digital signage networks on campus. Whether it is near field

system unto itself. It is an ideal lab to be used as a test bed

service in a building. Things like interactivity, accessibility and

communications (NFC) or some other wireless form of

for expanded communication using digital signage. There

ADA compliance also need to be considered, as does the

connectivity such as beacons, students, administrators,

are classrooms spread about, administration buildings, stu-

security of the interactive display itself against theft and van-

faculty and visitors can get information on their personal

dent unions, cafeterias, dorms, athletic facilities, stadiums,

dalism. Environmental concerns are also part of the equation

devices instantaneously no matter where they are.

healthcare, maintenance facilities, public areas, roads and

on most campuses, from outdoor to indoor with temperature

On the software side of things, the education community is

signs, and even power plants. The common denominator in

extremes both cold and hot, as well as dirt and debris that

now leading as well. Once again it is the diversity of applica-

all this diversity is the need to connect these disparate areas

might affect the operation of the network, and addressing the

tions within higher education institutions that stretches the

to one another in some manner and do so with the ability to

impact of high ambient light and the ability to read a display.

envelope. From the ability to segment by applications, depart-

centrally manage the flow of information with a high degree

We can wrap up the hardware side of this by mentioning

ments, locations or even functions, all the way to dayparting

two recent applications of digital signage. As we all know, the

information in an area, it is the ability to control, distribute and

There are numerous examples of digital signage areas

financial well being of educational institutions is critical, and

manage information that is making innovation a reality. Add to

where the educational community has been at the forefront

most depend upon donors to make charitable contributions

this central management the ability to set administrative approv-

of security. The perfect solution to this is digital signage.
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The world of education is becoming the incubator of AV
technologies and digital signage applications, design and
acceptance in the market.
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AV S M A R T S

al levels for the appropriate people to be in control, and you have a network capability that
is profound in what it can do.
Most of what we have spoken about involves a combination of hardware, operational
software and networks. This is the raw material of the next phase of technological evolution
in education. What’s next you might ask? Our crystal ball tells us that the next phase is using
the tools that exist to their best advantage to create what some are calling smart schools.
We will see an expansion of the use of personal devices like smartphones and tablets
connected to educational networks. Interactivity will become commonplace, with real-time
annotations on screens. Online learning will supplement what takes place in the “confines”
of a traditional classroom. We are entering the era of big data and increased and expanding
access to the collective knowledge of the world, and a keyword is collaboration.
Colleges and universities are leading the way in digital signage for a basic reason:
More than most other institutions they have a wide range of applications under one
environmental envelope with the requirement to communicate with people both on and
off campus, and do so in real time with the best security that can be brought to bear.
The challenge is how to solve the problems of reaching people with such diversity of

Power Tomorrow’s Leaders with STEAM
It is estimated there will be 2.4 million jobs in STEAM careers in 2018.
These jobs will have 20% higher starting salaries and
nearly double the job growth rate of non-STEAM fields.*

needs for information and content, and manage it all effectively and efficiently. The education communities’ answer to these needs ends up incorporating digital signage in
more diverse ways, spanning the classroom to the campus and beyond. Perhaps some
Arts

of this experimentation and development in digital signage is an unintended consequence, but we can look to colleges and universities to continue to lead the way in

*https://www.pltw.org/about-us

communicating the information viewers need as they go about their daily lives. Evolution? Nope, revolution in education where it should be.
Alan C. Brawn, CTS, DSCE, DSDE, DSNE, DCME, ISF-C, is a principal of AV consulting,
training, educational development and market intelligence company Brawn Consulting.
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Courtesy of Oral Roberts University

The inaugural recipients of the CT Impact Awards are using
technology to improve teaching and learning, streamline campus
operations, build community and more.

I

T COULD BE SAID that the most important part of any campus
technology project is the end result — the impact it has on students,
faculty, administration or the higher ed community. And too often,
impactful work is eclipsed by the shiny and new.
That’s why we launched the Campus Technology Impact Awards this year
— our 13th year of recognizing higher education institutions for their work
with technology. Formerly known as the Innovators Awards, the new Impact
Awards honor both cutting-edge and well established projects that have had an
extraordinary impact on campus. While innovation still factors into what makes
a project important, we wanted to zero in on the tangible results that really make
a difference to campus constituents.
For 2017, we are pleased to present 10 awardees in five categories: Teaching
and Learning, IT Infrastructure and Systems; Student Systems and Services;
Administration; and Education Futurists. Final winner selection was guided by our
Impact Awards Judging Committee members (see “Our Judges,” page 27), who
graciously volunteered their time and expertise to review each nomination.
In addition to the following awards overview, we will profile each winning project
in the next few issues of Campus Technology and on our website. Congratulations
to all our Impact Award honorees!4
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Oral Roberts University’s Global
Learning Center team is serving a
worldwide community of students
with a rich collection of learning
materials enhanced with virtual reality.
(See page 24.)

TEACHING & LEARNING

STUDENT SYSTEMS
& SERVICES

North Carolina State University

Project: MyTech: Bring-Your-Own-Device Physics
At North Carolina State University, specialized, hard-to-use lab

Purdue University

equipment is no longer a barrier to learning physics. The institu-

Project: Pattern: Quantified Self-Assessment for Students

tion created a free app that transforms students’ smartphones

Engineering students at Purdue University (IN) can track their

into lab instruments, saving money in lab setup and maintenance

study behaviors with Pattern, a quantified-self app designed to

and giving learners the tools to explore physics anywhere.

Reveal uses a tree data
structure to link annotated
images with associated
media items.

Project lead: David Tredwell, senior interaction designer/
developer
“We used to spend about $13,000 per lab space just on

Johns Hopkins University

electronic sensors. We are saving that amount of money for

Project: Reveal Image Annotation Tool

each lab we are setting up, which is a significant savings.”

Johns Hopkins University (MD) developed a web application

— Colleen Countryman, North Carolina State University

to help learners explore and easily document relationships
multimedia content and link to image, audio and video re-

Project lead: Reid Sczerba, multimedia developer, Center

Courtesy of North Carolina State University

ommendations on when to study,

for Education Resources

NC State students can
use their smartphones to
explore physics both in
and out of class.

how to be more efficient.
Project lead: Beth Holloway,
assistant dean of undergraduate
education, director of women in
engineering
“I think sometimes we don’t always think through the fact that
the learning environment has
two groups in it — instructors

Holloway

“One of the most exciting aspects of Reveal is that we haven’t

and students. They both need

seen anything like it developed yet. The project really engaged

to be committed. If we are only feeding data back to admin-

the student staff to think creatively and take ownership for

istrators and instructors, then we are missing out on an op-

their part on this unique application.” — Reid Sczerba, Johns

portunity to have students be agents of their own success.”

Hopkins University

— Beth Holloway, Purdue University

 Tech lineup: Developed in-house

 Tech lineup: Developed in-house4

Courtesy of Purdue University

among visual materials. Users can annotate images with rich
sources to put the materials in a visual context.
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changes, compares students to their peers and makes rechow long to spend on tasks and

 Tech lineup: Developed in-house
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help learners improve their habits. The app evaluates behavior

Oral Roberts University

streamline access to a complex array of data, but the project

Project: Global Learning Center

also helped drive culture change across the institution through

To serve its worldwide community of students, Oral Roberts

process improvements, prioritization and guiding principals.

University (OK) built a Global Learning Center that combines
media with a deep dive into augmented and virtual reality.

Project lead: Jelena Roljevic, assistant vice president,
business intelligence and enterprise information services

A digital concierge connects students to a wide range of

“We are still adding data sources, but we want to give end

learning programs and services — including

users resources they can use as we complete them, and not

AR and VR content.

wait for everything to be in a data warehouse. Besides, their

Project lead: Michael Mathews, associate
vice president for innovation and technology
Mathews

appetites and needs change continuously. In agile fashion,
we deploy as soon as we have something meaningful for
them to use. The Deans’ Dashboard continues to evolve as

“The CT Impact Award is a very high honor

new data sources become available.” — Jelena Roljevic,

as it signifies that our seamless service

George Washington University

and solutions — which harmoniously connect innovative
teamwork and leading-edge technologies — are directly

 Tech lineup: IBM Cognos, Informatica, Tableau

Project: EduCycle
Towson University’s (MD) EduCycle technology recycling prothe community. Volunteers from local schools and underserved
communities help perform the refurbishing work, gaining handson computer skills while earning service-learning hours. The

— Michael Mathews, Oral Roberts University

program has diverted 20,355 pounds of e-waste to date.

 Tech lineup: EON Reality, rSmart

Project lead: Michael Bachman, director, client services
“Once people see it, they start asking if it can work on their

ADMINISTRATION

campus. It starts with a passion about the idea that you don’t
just throw things away every three years and get a new one.

George Washington University

You can get extended life out of PCs and still have happy

Project: The Deans’ Dashboard

GWU’s dashboard project
led to culture change
across the institution.

George Washington U (DC) created a visual, interactive collection of metrics designed for a group of pivotal decisionmakers: university deans. Not only did the Deans’ Dashboard
Courtesy of George Washington University
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Towson University

gram reconditions and redeploys computers on campus and in

benefiting students.”
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EduCycle brings in students
of all ages, who gain computer
skills and problem-solving
experience.

faculty and staff using computers better than the ones they
had.” — Michael Bachman, Towson University
 Tech lineup: Developed in-house4

Courtesy of Towson University

anytime, anywhere access to course materials and streaming

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
& SYSTEMS

course delivery; and data analytics and data management.

Project: Unizin

Project lead: Amin Qazi, chief executive officer

Unizin Consortium

The consortium has now grown to a dozen institutional or
university system members.

“Unizin contracts for, develops, inte-

University, the University of Michigan, and the University

grates and operates evolving cloud-scale

of Florida, Unizin is a nonprofit consortium dedicated to

services for its members’ digital teach-

improving the learning experience with technology. Member

ing and learning environments. As data

institutions can access a growing suite of solutions —

is increasingly the oxygen that fuels the

evolving and integrated tools, resources and services
that support the basic principles of open standards and

academy, we are putting in the hands of
Qazi

interoperability — in three broad categories: content
production and collaboration; the learning environment/

our institutions the data and infrastructure that’s ready to use for each univer-

sity’s particular needs as its goals evolve over time.”
— Amin Qazi, Unizin
 Tech lineup: Canvas by Instructure, Pressbooks

Johnson County Community College
Project: Migrating to a Sustainable Technology
Infrastructure
At Johnson County Community College (KS), a migration
of e-mail, website and ERP systems from on-premise to
hosted services has resulted in a true culture shift, new
Unizin’s e-text initiative is
working to provide more
affordable course content
to students.

skills for IT staff, new support processes and changes in
workloads. IT has gained continuity in the replacement
cycle, fortified infrastructure and built deeper partnerships
with vendors.

Courtesy of Unizin
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Johnson County Community
College’s project team (left to
right): Sandra Warner, Del Lovitt
and Matthew Holmes

Project leads: Matthew Holmes, director, network and
data center operations, and Del Lovitt, director, enterprise
system support
“We were in a pattern of going through a request for
proposal process every time we needed a piece of
technology and it was hampering our ability to build an
infrastructure that was interoperable. Basically whatever
the vendors had on fire sale at the time is the piece we
would get …. We went from that to a situation where the
campus has the latest and greatest and is expecting a
mobile-first experience. That was a big turning point.”
— Sandra Warner, Johnson County Community College
 Tech lineup: Amazon, Ellucian, Microsoft4

Courtesy of Johnson County Community College

Founded in 2014 by Colorado State University, Indiana

EDUCATION FUTURISTS

Project lead: Christopher Egert, chief technology
officer, MAGIC Spell Studios and associate

University of Oklahoma

professor, School of Interactive Games & Media

Project: Innovation @ the Edge

“The studio serves as a way to help students,

Libraries created an inclusive space that connects students

faculty, industry partners and the community

to cutting-edge digital learning tools such as virtual reality, 3D

at large move ideas from prototype through

printing, software carpentry and microcontrollers. The facility

commercial production, while at the same time

serves as a hub of innovation in the creation and expression

working to support the educational goals, creativity

of knowledge through the use of technology — available to

and entrepreneurial potential of each student.”

the university community as well as the public.

OU’s Innovation @ the EDGE space
exposes students to virtual reality
and other emerging technologies in a
hands-on environment.

Project lead: Matt Cook, emerging technologies coordinator
“The Innovation @ the Edge space is now a regular part of
the coursework offered by many colleges across campus.
In these cases, faculty are doing more than
merely exposing students to emerging
technologies — they are incorporating
in-depth assignments and modules into
teaching that relies upon virtual reality, 3D
Cook

printing and microcontrollers. This is also
important because engagement with the

library — along with its spaces, tools and expertise — has
become central to the undergraduate experience as a result
of Edge’s success.” — Matt Cook, University of Oklahoma

— Christopher Egert, Rochester Institute of
Technology
 Tech lineup: Adobe, Autodesk, Cisco, Dell,
Microsoft, Red Hat, Valve

Rochester Institute of Technology
Project: MAGIC Spell Studios

Reporting by Meg Lloyd and David Raths.4

MAGIC Spell Studios is a public/private partnership between
Rochester Institute of Technology (NY) and New York State
that explores the intersection of digital media, film, games
and entrepreneurship, providing advanced technology
for education development. It breaks down silos between

In 2018, MAGIC Spell Studios will
expand into a new building, providing
cross-disciplinary research and teaching
facilities, a “hacker” space, a virtual
reality lab and more.

traditional fields such as arts, engineering and computing,
and provides a commercial studio available to students,
faculty and staff. By working with industry partners, the
studio also aims to boost regional economic development

 Tech lineup: Google Cardboard, Hatchbox, HTC Vive, Leap

and encourage entrepreneurs to keep their ventures in the

Motion, Lulzbot, MakerBot, Nvidia, Oculus Rift, Raspberry Pi,

state — serving as a connection between startup culture,

Sparkfun

commercial publishing and academic research.
Courtesy of Rochester Institute of Technology
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Courtesy of University of Oklahoma

With Innovation @ the Edge, the University of Oklahoma

OUR JUDGES
Entries were reviewed by our Impact Awards Judging Committee, a group of higher ed tech leaders, many of whom are
former recipients of the Campus Technology Innovators Award. Judges did not review entries from their own institutions.
Final winners were chosen by our team of editors.
Jill Albin-Hill
Vice President for Information
Technology
Dominican University (IL)
G. Alex Ambrose
Associate Director of E-Portfolio
Assessment, Kaneb Center for
Teaching & Learning
University of Notre Dame (IN)
Judith Boettcher
Consultant, Author and Analyst
Designing for Learning
Kyle Bowen
Director of Education Technology
The Pennsylvania State University
Robert Bramucci
Vice Chancellor, Technology and
Learning Services
South Orange County Community
College District (CA)
Lois Brooks
Vice Provost for Information
Services
Oregon State University
Tilanka Chandrasekera
Assistant Professor, Design
Oklahoma State University
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Ed Chapel
Senior Vice President NJEDge.Net
Daniel Christian
Adjunct Faculty Member
Calvin College (MI)
Helen Chu
Director, Academic Technology
University of Oregon Libraries
John Fillwalk
Director, IDIA Lab
Senior Director, Hybrid Design
Technologies
Ball State University (IN)
Mark Frydenberg
Senior Lecturer of Computer and
Information Systems
Director of the CIS Sandbox
Bentley University (MA)
Tom Hoover
Associate Vice Chancellor and
CIO
University of TennesseeChattanooga
Sally Johnstone
President
National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems
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James Maraviglia
Associate Vice Provost for
Marketing and Enrollment
Development
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo

Anu Vedantham
Director of Learning
and Teaching Services
Harvard University (MA),
Widener Library

Pam McQuesten
CIO
Beloit College (WI)

Ellen Wagner
Chief Research Officer,
PAR Framework
VP for Research
Hobsons

Robbie Melton
Associate Vice Chancellor of
Mobilization Emerging Technology
Tennessee Board of Regents
Andrew Phelps
Professor and Director, Center for
Media, Arts, Games, Interaction
and Creativity
Rochester Institute of Technology
(NY)
Christina Robinson
Chief Strategist for Innovation and
Research
Lone Star College (TX)
Raymond Uzwyshyn
Director, Collections
and Digital Services
Texas State University Libraries

Learn More
In the coming months, we will feature in-depth profiles of
each Impact Award honoree, with project details, lessons
learned, next steps and more.
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C-Level View
Rethinking Traditional Laboratory Spaces

Penn State’s Kyle Bowen believes the key to innovation in computer labs is not to think about
them as lab spaces, but as learning experiences.
By Mary Grush
The computer lab may not be the first

Kyle Bowen: Historically, we’ve talked

place one thinks of when imagining

about learning spaces from the perspective

cutting-edge learning spaces. But Kyle

of classrooms, but of course, we do have

Bowen, director of education technol-

other kinds of spaces. You may immediately

ogy at Penn State University, sees their

think about the computer lab — a familiar

potential. He maintains that older com-

kind of place. But it’s time to challenge as-

puter labs can be transformed to support

sumptions about what these labs really are,

engaging, targeted learning experiences

why we use them and what they could be-

based on innovative technology and de-

come. We can start to do more interest-

sign choices. And often, the computers

ing things with these spaces, things that

are no longer necessary!

complement coursework in even greater

CT talked with Bowen about his

ways than traditional labs have.

Courtesy of Penn State University

institution’s “experience labs,” drop-in
spaces where students can receive expert

CT: How do you begin to change your

guidance for hands-on projects.

thinking about computer labs
on campus?

Campus Technology: Why are you
Penn State’s Design Experiences Lab
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changing your ideas about computer

Bowen: The computer lab is a generations-

laboratory spaces?

old model, based on an idealized solution,

C-Level View

where for every one student, there is one computer. These

opportunities for virtualization and mobile

were places where you went to work on a desktop computer

technologies — as students become more

or workstation.

accustomed to the practice of BYOD.

It’s important for us to revise and update our understanding

It’s also important to stress the pres-

of labs, and to introduce more diversity into our thinking

ence of expertise. The room may include

about them. Universities, schools and departments should

guidance, from faculty, a lab assistant,

think more deeply about how they are using their lab

peer counselors or tutors …. Generally,

stations. They should consider taking these resources in

in order to get the most from an experi-

new directions and imagine how they can provide students

ence lab space, having people there who

with wholly new learning experiences in the lab spaces.

are experts or well-versed in the particular

CT: How did you approach this question at Penn State?

Courtesy of Penn State University

discipline or task at hand is an asset that’s
unique to this type of lab. Experience
guides are an important part of the lab.
Bowen: We found that the key to innovating our use of
computer labs was not to think about them as laboratory

CT: You are talking about changing the

spaces, but to begin thinking of them as learning experiences.

institution’s notion of lab space. What

An experience has three parts to it, in terms of the

do students expect labs to be?

Penn State’s Immersive Experiences Lab

laboratory: the environment (the room itself); technology

personal lists, nowadays, not many of the reasons for

and furnishings (this might be digital technology, furniture

Bowen: In terms of what students come to labs for, they

or any relevant learning materials needed); and expertise

might think of being able to work with other students, or

(guidance from people).

to get access to technology or specialized software, or

CT: So are we approaching the days of the computerless

even just to use available power …. So their lists of needs

computer lab?

Note that computers, per se, are not necessarily required!
The target experience itself will dictate how the lab is

are somewhat personal.

designed, not the presumption that we must have rows and
columns of computer workstations. In many cases, we are

Bowen: Yes, in a way. But remember, this comes from tryCT: Yes … a comfortable chair was big on my list!

replacing the old computers with a range of alternatives,
from prototyping tools to whiteboards. And we are seeing
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coming to a lab really require a laboratory computer.

ing to challenge our assumptions about labs — to update
our ideas about these learning spaces, so we can do new

Bowen: Right! It’s striking that when you look at these

things. We are making new experience labs.4

C-Level View

CT: What about the scheduled or drop-in use of labs … or “experience
labs,” as you call them?
Bowen: Of course scheduling practices can change, too. Rather than
holding classes regularly in a lab space, that space can be used “ondemand.” Drop-in lab spaces can often be much more efficient, serving
greater numbers of classes in total. Of course, having labs available for dropin use is not a new concept, but pairing that with the notion of “experience
labs” — and having expert guidance available to help students complete
targeted or specific experiences — should, in the end, allow us to get much
more value from the dedicated space.

CONGRATULATIONS

to the 2017 Campus Technology Impact Awards Winners!

CT: You’ve already started up some experience labs at Penn State.
Could you cite a couple examples?
Bowen: We have a Maker Commons that we’ve developed here at Penn
State. We’ve moved a bit away from what you might call a traditional
makerspace (yes, maker technology has been around long enough to use the
word “traditional” here). So rather than having many diverse tools available in
the space, we have selected a discrete set of rather specific technologies.
That specific focus is different than the more generalized service you’d

TEACHING AND LEARNING
North Carolina State University
Johns Hopkins University

IT INFRASTRUCTURE & SYSTEMS
Unizin Consortium
Johnson County Community College

STUDENT SYSTEMS & SERVICES
Purdue University
Oral Roberts University

EDUCATION FUTURISTS
University of Oklahoma
Rochester Institute of Technology

ADMINISTRATION
George Washington University
Towson University

normally expect from a makerspace — but we have worked with our faculty to
design course elements that correspond to the tools in our space. We also
have invested in having a maker-in-residence who is on hand to help students
complete their projects. Given these strategies, students end up with a richer
understanding of what they have done in the lab. The space becomes less of a
service center and more of a learning experience.4
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C-Level View

A bit more recently, we created a new experience lab:

to begin to engage more students in using the labs, overall.

our Design Experiences Lab, where students explore de-

We want all our students to learn from the experience labs.

sign thinking or user-centered design approaches. The

The question becomes, how do we engage not hundreds,

ic learning outcome that our faculty are looking to achieve?
And we have to create these labs in such a way that
we are helping faculty, not causing a burden. We have to

lab was created around the question, “How do we provide

but thousands of students? What we learned was, if we

provide support, both in the lab and for the faculty as they

the most desirable space for students to engage in these

design many, multiple smaller spaces around campus, we

plan to integrate the lab into their courses — as they en-

semi-structured design experiences together, on a drop-in

can have more engagement overall. By having more types

gage their students with new kinds of assignments.

or ad-hoc basis?”

of labs that serve more types of disciplines and courses in

CT: Is the room flexible, to accommodate small

different schools and departments across campus, we have

CT: What organization on campus is responsible for

more impact.

all these labs? Does all this happen through the media center, or through the library, or even through IT?

groups or an entire class if desired?
CT: Does it increase costs to operate so many experiBowen: Yes, instructors can either bring their classes or

ence labs?

Bowen: Actually, IT is a good home for this, and experience labs provide an opportunity for IT departments to

groups in, or send them over — we have experts in design
thinking who can facilitate a discussion among students.

Bowen: No, because we are targeting the technologies

lead their campus in the thoughtful application of technol-

So you can see, the lab staffing is an important element of

placed in the labs according to each lab’s purpose. And

ogy. And who better than IT to think about how to scale

an experience lab: We build in on-site guidance on specific

there are more of the smaller rooms (less than a thou-

these labs? Of course, many institutions already have

topics relevant to the experience lab and beneficial to

sand square feet) available on campus — so using those

groups that support computer labs. And they have people

student learning.

already-available spaces is usually less expensive than

who not only provide support in the labs, but also work

constructing larger collaborative centers.

with faculty to get value from these spaces.

CT: How do you make sure you are not serving only a

For us at Penn State, IT is the home for experience labs,

smaller proportion of the student population with ex-

CT: Does an experience lab, not being more general-

and we have the creativity and drive to approach this re-

perience labs?

ized, involve some initial, specialized design work?

sponsibility. Our first, overriding questions are: How do we
diversify the notion of a lab? How do we create many won-

Bowen: As we think about different kinds of spaces and dif-

Bowen: Of course. These labs are no longer square boxes

derful experience labs and help people to use them? That’s

ferent kinds of collaboration and lab use, of course we find

in which you seat up to a certain number of people. We

where our priorities lie. From there, we can better approach

the need for different tools in different spaces. And certain

have to create the right space. For any given lab, we ask:

issues like scheduling and administration. We welcome

spaces tend to serve particular needs. But, our goal in IT is

How do we grow a space that will help achieve the specif-

seeing these labs well used and productive!
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